
with the bad weather despite doing a lot of work on my computer and feeling happy

04119: "feeling happy about the idea of the new baby but finding a little hard 

to give a small lecture"

going to stockholm and walking there across the city and particularly in the south 

livia but also visiting twice utrecht and later exploring amsterdam south before 

13176:  "filming  in  culemborg  walking  around  the  town  and  the  surrounding  with 

people approaching yet getting inspired to reflect on the urban gentrification"

waiting to board the train but feeling distracted by the occasional traffic and 

the  outcome  of  my  project  and  lastly  walking  alone  in  the  south  of  amsterdam 

despite the bad weather and reflecting on my situation feeling now at ease with 

09092: "recordings done mostly walking in culemborg pushing livia in the stroller 

to push any new figure nor element nor new colour to it"

now doing almost a totally symmetrical painting to the former one without trying 

07157: "a last painting executed before going to visit august n sweden and really 

getting very affected in my dreams by them"

and other than that back in the netherlands watching tv series in the evening and 

acquaintances evoking them in my dreams or evoking people a subconsciously overlap 

always  walking  up  very  early  to  work  on  my  project  ad  fixing  the  images  of  my 

02165: "many dreams related to all my walking berlin during my stay there despite 

dimensions to it but simply colours"

the  simple  shapes  started  with  the  previous  painting  without  adding  any  etra 

into month productions and now painting more as a break to it and keeping it up 

07156: "having some time now in my study mostly to merge the whole of my project 

constant wind and rain keeping Livia and I a lot at home"

finding  quite  some  traffic  and  other  than  that  breathing  very  fresh  air  with 

netherlands but when walking on the south of culemborg towards the provincial road 

junction  roads  built  by  the  soviets  and  then  breathing  good  air  back  in  the 

15117:   "heavy   traffic   in   berli   breathing   it   particularly   crossing   the   big 

forest to daily photograph the changing of the landscape"

taking a long walk along the coast and meeting a local guy hiding cameras in the 

meeting the museum staff like the spanish carpenter setting up my exhibit and then 

researcher at my university before going to aarhus for my art exhibition there and 

musician from galicia and a girl from china but also meeting a friendly belgian 

10124:   "meeting   a   few   persons   in   the   stockholm   hostel   like   a   contemporary 

and many horses"

and also lay on the grass outside the university seeing now a lot of human figures 

and biking a long way to a conference of my swedish department seeing many clouds 

17098: "annotating the shapes of clouds taking advantage of the summer weather 



culemborg"

doing my walks till at last coming back to the netherlands and filming mostly in 

the city both going west to august's farm and east and north following the rivers 

13177: "filming now in uppsala walking extensively and getting to film in and out 

heart-beat rise"

livia  in  the  flat  countryside  with  only  the  few  slopes  up  the  dikes  making  my 

quite some wind for a run before finding some good days to once again go bile with 

trying by bike with livia despite having to go rather slow and also going out with 

06118: "finding it quite problematic to train with the bad weather outside and 

something very simple yet in line with the previous paintings"

home making use of my brief time not taking care of the kids and painting again 

07158: "painting executed in my studio now back from sweden with myrthe seldom at 

related to having a small baby but also others most different ones"

utrecht  awaiting  for  myrthe  to  breastfeed  her  now  again  getting  several  ideas 

myrthe working and me strolling around with her and mostly getting ideas while in 

14136:  "ideas  got  while  in  the  netherlands  taking  full  care  of  livia  now  with 

formulate well my thoughts due to people approaching or cars distracting me"

think not having to push livia on the stroller but also at times not managing to 

by  the  rivers  there  waiting  for  august  to  finish  school  and  now  being  able  to 

09094: "recording intensively my thoughts in uppsala now taking very long walks 

commitment in society but working out an alternative to it"

situation  independent  and  with  time  to  work  artistically  and  without  so  much 

way  to  august  walking  up  and  down  small  and  big  rivers  thinking  mostly  of  my 

precarious yet inspiring lives and also later taking long walk in uppsala on my 

streets and reflecting on the good impact i got from meeting artists with their 

09093:   "recording   thoughts   now   while   in   stockholm   walking   around   the   empty 

news and following them live at least twice a day"

utrecht  to  shut  down  with  myrthe  stuck  in  her  academy  building  and  reading  the 

small  terror  attack  very  close  to  us  in  the  netherlands  causing  the  city  of 

floods  and  also  several  explosions  like  in  industrial  buildings  in  china  and  a 

12163:  "several   dead   people   around   the   world   with   climate   change   causing   big 

sweden among other artists at last"

to  meet  my  culemborg  friend  at  franco's  small  concert  and  very  happy  to  be  in 


